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1) Creating competition and inputting basic league data
1. Start Internet browser (Google Chrome suggested)
2. Open tennisTOUCH web page (www.tennistouch.net)
and navigate to myTOUCH Account.

3. Input your myTOUCH Credentials (email and password)
and sign in. If you do not have an account, register one.
4. Chose Tournaments in myTOUCH Navigation.

5. Select Data Owner - if there is none, contact tournament
organizer or tennistouch support.

BEAR IN MIND: To change language of account page, choose desired one in the upper right corner.

6. In order to creata a league and input data, click on

icon.

7. Input League info:
a) Basic Data - input year, name, venue... - It is important to change “Participants of the competition” from
single players to TEAMS, and change “Competition Type” to LEAGUE

b) Advanced Data - optional
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c) Dates - sign in, qualifications and other tournament dates
d) Teams - most important part of initial league setup. Here you
input required number of wins for teams, number of single matches
for teams, number of double matches for teams and team matches
play separately.

e) Notice – input any information relevant for the league
8. After you have finished with input, press Save. If you
wish to open another tournament/league and edit its info,
press Save and new. If you wish to cancel with input, and
delete current tournament/league - press Cancel.

BEAR IN MIND:
•

Information can be changed any time during competiton. You can add new data or change existing by
clicking on
icon next to tournament title.

•

Pressing this icon

•

Whenever you press Tournament title in the header (top) of the page you will open tournament’s initial
page.
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2) Players
1. You can input all the players manually or, as shown here import names from excel.
2. To create a list of male players of a tournament, input names in Microsoft Office Excel Sheet with this exact
heading (top row):
POSITION, POSITION_IN_TEAM, FAMILY_NAME, FIRST_NAME, YOB, RANK_TYP, RANK, COUNTRY,
CLUB, TEAM, TEAM_CITY, TEAM_CAPTAIN
Order of collumns is not important, and in case you do not have all the players’ info, you can leave some out.
Position, family name and first name are obligatory.

3. After you finish inputting all available data in Excel,
you need to save the file with a .CSV extension. Step
by step:
- Press File / Save as and choose location where you
wish your file to be saved
- under Save as Type choose: CSV (Comma delimited)
It is very important to export as CSV, because import will
not work otherwise.
4. Repeat this for women players!

5. After you have saved the file, return to list of players in Tournament software. Make sure you are on
tournament initial page (Press on tournament name in header).
6. Press on “List of players - male” or “List of players - female” to input male and/or female players.
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7. Press “Choose File” to find the file you have saved (“male players.csv” in our example).

8. Press “Import players” to finish the import. If you have created a valid .csv file, players will appear in the
list. If you can not see the players in the list, re-check steps 5 and 6.

BEAR IN MIND:
•

If you have inputted wrong player data (name, country or other), you can correct them any time before
the match starts. To do that, make sure you are on tournament main page (click on title in the header),
select tab “List of players” and find the one you wish to edit. Press edit icon
next to player’s name,
change data on next screen.
Save after you change player’s info and return to “List of players” tab. Now press “Correct names”. In case
you have already created draws, and the player in question is already in draw, you will have to open your
events tab, choose event that has this player and press “Correct names” there.

•

If the match is already on Live tracker and prepared for tracking, you can not correct info for that match.
Your player will have corrected info on the next match he/she plays.
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3) Creating competition categories
1. In main tournament screen choose “Events”.

2. Press

icon to create a new event.

3. Input all info for an event - gender, age, competition type, number of players/doubles for sign in, draw...
IMPORTANT - make sure to mark “Insert all players from entry list”.
After you have finished with input, press Save. If you wish to add another event for a different category, press
Save and new. If you wish to abort input, select Cancel.

BEAR IN MIND:
•

All info can be edited later, by selecting

•

If you have reached creating of a draw but wish to go one step/phase back (for example, to sign in phase)
press
icon next to event title and change status of the event to wanted phase.
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4) Teams
1. Select Teams in main tournament menu.

2. If you have entered TEAM field in .csv, your players will automatically be assigned to their respective
teams.
3. To edit info of a team, select

icon on the left of desired team.

If you wish to edit multiple teams, select
If you wish to add a new team, press
To delete a team, select
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5) Creating matches for League Competition held on different locations
Through these steps you will create a number of competitions between teams, all part of your league and
played on different locations. Each event - matches between two teams - have their own code, matches, info,
order of play and other data.
BEAR IN MIND: This is a significant advantage to competitions played on multiple locations, because umpires
on one location will have only matches relevant to that location, all data can be changed and new info added
separately from other location’s data.
1. Select “Events” and choose event for which you wish to create matches.

2. Now select tab “Players in draw” and press “Prepare for sign in”.

You will see a list of all the players from your .csv file. If not, you have probably forgotten to mark “Insert all
players from entry list“ when editing event info.

3. Select “Draw” tab and press “Prepare for draw”.
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You will see number of player positions in a draw (in our example Draw 8).

4. Press

icon to position teams in the draw.

5. In the players column place teams on their position in the draw (if the number of players/teams is an odd
number, leave the last line empty. BYE will appear automatically).

6. Once you have finished setting up players in the draw, press Save.
7. Last thing to do in order to form draw is to press “End of draw” under Draws tab of your event.
8. Select tab “Matches in draw” Here you will see all the matches of your draw.
9. Press
icon. This will create team
matches as separate “mini” tournaments.
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10. Press “Tournaments” in main navigation.

11. Now here you have a list of all team competitions where you will create matches for every competition.

12. Each mini tournament has its own match list - to create matches for every competition, click on
next to tournament name in list of tournaments. You will reach “Matches in preparation” screen.

icon

13. This screen contains fields for players from team1 and team2, for their singles and doubles matches.
You can input them all at once, or return later for update of doubles. Choose players from team1 and their
opponents in team2. Also select Match Rules for each match.
14. When you have finished the input, press “SAVE” or Cancel to delete this input.
15. All the matches are ready for tracking with Live Tracker app on your mobile device.
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6) Inputting Scores through Tournament Software
1. On the right of every mini tournament title there is a icon

for editing match scores. Press it.

2. You have reached the list of all matches of a tournament. Here you will find all the matches of a given
tournament. Find the one you wish to edit. There are a few ways to do this:
a) In “Search for” field input a player’s name or
surname. Press “Go”. You will get a list of matches
with that player.
b) Search by status - Press “Match Status” and
select among: In progress, Prepared for Tracking,
On hold or Finished.
c) Under “Confirmed” select “Yes” to search only
through confirmed matches.
d) If you search by date, input correct match date
and press “Go”.
e) “Event” narrows the search to only one draw
event (for example, B16 Si MD).
f) Searching by “Round” gives you options for different rounds of tournament - finals, semifinals, or quarterfinal
- ¼.

BEAR IN MIND: All search options that you change will stay changed. Clear them to reset for new searches.
3. Find desired match and press

icon (left of player’s name).

4. Scores, status, order of play of a match are edited under this tab. Results can be inputed when ever during the match or after it finishes.
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4.1. Entering final score:
a) Mark a player that won (circle under “Winner”).
b) Input exact score. Games are inputed into yellow fields. Tie-break score is inputed in the white box on the
right of games (losers score of tie break).
c) Tick “Confirmed” upon official verification.
d) After inputing score, marking the winner and verification, press “Save”. Cancel will leave the data unchanged.
Pressing the blue disc will save and let you stay in the same window.
e) Match is now finished.
4.2. Entering scores during the match:
a) Choose who serves by marking the circle of a player as in picture.
b) Input games of a match in progress.
c) After you input current score, press Save - Score will be visible online as if tracked with Live Tracker.
d) To change score, re-enter this match tab and change the score, save again to change it online.
4.3. Walk Out or Retired match:
a) Choose “Retired” and pick W. O. or RET.
b) Choose the winner.
c) Verify match - tick “Confirmed”.
d) Press “SAVE”.
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BEAR IN MIND:
If you wish to have the match visible online, set the match status to PUBLIC. Default status is OFF-LINE. In
the upper right corner of your match, press arrow next to off-line and change it. Choose wanted status, and
press SAVE. After you have changed anything on this tab, always press SAVE to keep changes and update
status of match.
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7) Troubleshooting
PROBLEM: You got match on your mobile device, but cannot find it?
SOLUTION:
Match is probably locked. To get it again, you have to unlock it through Tournament Software in browser. First,
find the match you need to unlock (see chapter 5, step 1). Next to players’ names there will be a lock icon.
Press it. Match status has been reset, it can be found again in the list of matches on your device.
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8) Report
1. On the right of every mini tournament title there is a pdf icon with automatic report.

2. Download it after tournament finishes and print - add team captain’s signature and you have a valid report.
3. At the top of the screen there will be a link to download the report, which you can then print out.
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